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About This Game

Star Merc is an open world rpg where player choices heavily affect outcomes.

You assume the role of a manufactured space mercenary who is instructed on basic mission details and sent on his way expected
to complete the objectives his creators have set. However, it is the players who decide what orders to follow and who from, the
game provides many different choices that heavily affect situations, outcomes and relations within the game. Players also have

the freedom of traveling to different planets and locations searching for loot, missions or shady business.

Some of the features include

- The freedom to travel when and where depending on the choices you make

- Many different weapons and items at your disposal

- Unlock special suit abilities as you level up

- Different Alien races to befriend or destroy

- Encounters with hostile and friendly space monsters

- Many different environments, planets and locations

- Important choices that drastically change circumstances and your surroundings
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Title: Star Merc
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
D247 Games
Publisher:
New Worlds Games
Release Date: 10 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 2.0 Ghz Intel Pentium 4

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel 4000 Integrated, Nvidia GeForce GTX 260/460/550, or equivalent.

Storage: 300 MB available space

English
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Pros:
Cheap (If you get it on sale or with a coupon)
Easy
Long enough

Cons:
Too many campy cutscenes
Lots of illogical going back and forth
Low originality
Like most Gogii games, won't shut down quickly (you may have to reboot your computer)
Really bad science.... I played this game for a while.

-A 10 year game never updated

-Its a Grind game. (so if you like to grind its good)

-Combat is Broken a bit Auto-Fight will not work right in later levels even if your Attack\/Def is higher than your attacker.

-Graphics Fastest Vs. Best there is no diferance. (very minor)

-The game works VS you as you level. Making it a Grind to not lose every battle and all of your ants slowly.

-Graphics can be noticed that the further you go the worse they get, Game was finished in a lazy end,

-only the ant graphics are the best in the game.

-seemed like he did not put much time at the end of the game

This is best recomended for your kid. Its a mindless\/ easy game nothing hard about it. Better off as a moble or a app game.. It is
a nice game, and it does play well even with a bad computer. I just feel as if it has more potential of a game.
Its sad that the game company died years a ago :(. Didn't even know I had this until now.... This game...wow. It is AMAZING.
On my previous account I had 162hrs on this bad boy! After being emmersed into this game, I could tell this is the best (and it is
credited for that) WW2 game out there. Its sister game, Rising Storm 2 (after the Rising Storm DLC) is a great game, but
doesn't step close to the amazement and ore I got out this game. It has loads of mods, from custom maps, skins, and even
FACTIONS (Heroes of the West). The arsenal is huge, and the default Russian\/German stronghold maps are glorious! The
Rising Storm maps (USA\/Imperial Army) are still amazing, but, more graphically intense, and nowhere near as fun to play on.

So, my averaged specs would be: 4gb RAM, i3 2nd Gen, GTX420 (maybe) and Win7 x64. However, I found this game ran
smoothly (60fps av.) on 4gb I5 2nd Gen, GT1030, Win10 x64 (my specs). But, be warned, this game is notorious for
its\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665patches. I came across an issue where the game refused to load. But, I fixed the
DirectX problem it was having by installing Rising Storm 2, then reinstalling RO2\/RS.

My quick disclaimers: This game is hardcore stuff. You need a few hundred hours and lots of fps experience to cope with the
damage mechanics and environment. I suggest training yourself if you want to master this game, because, to this date, I am still
average compared to Veterans who have been playing this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665for years.

Anyway, buy it when IT IS ON SALE (waste of money and ripoff when it is on standard retail prices), and good luck.

English_Sniper. Greeting Everyone! Today I will be reviewing Acaratus a turn based strategy game that pulled at my nostalgia
of classic Turn Based Strategy Mech games similar like Front Mission (R.I.P.). But, with what appears to be a small budget and
graphics that of last gen does this game hold up?

Rockem Sockem: At its core this game is all about punching or shooting other robots, or at least mechs. There is a story but
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assuming it even plays right (read below) it is completely forgettable. The enjoyment comes from solid (for the most part) turn-
based combat with customized mechs. You click a mech, move it, shoot with it and punch with it. All very fun, if simple
gameplay; finding different cores and equipping them with legs, arms and such is all neat but the interesting bits are finding out
you can do other things, like putting turrets on a core where the legs go so you can put a propeller and have it fly around
harassing things (I called him Air-Raid) or a big mech that had a huge chest cannon with a ballista on top (I called him
Firebase). Really, I named all my mechs like they were transformers\u2026don\u2019t judge me.

Welcome to the 90s: The game lacks any real amenities that you\u2019d expect in our current gen of gaming, no voice-overs, a
serviceable but incomplete tutorial and graphics that belong on a tablet. Even at the highest graphics settings the game simply
does not look like it does in the pictures, but I didn\u2019t play this game for the graphics, I played for the big mechs stomping
over each other! There is a tutorial but it doesn\u2019t really explain anything but controls\u2026\u2019hey, what are
units?\u2019 how do they work? Anyway the game ends up leaving a lot to be desired but again punching, slashing and shooting
robots in a turn based game is what this is about.

Rocks Fall: Let\u2019s talk about the bad\u2026which there are a bit. The biggest issue I had was in my game all the mid-
chapter stories seemed to be auto-skipped. I even saw like a split second before it just loaded the next screen. I didn\u2019t
even get to see the ending, which soured me greatly with this review. The story also makes no sense as it doesn\u2019t seem to
be always told in order or even by the correct character. One time one of the characters was talking to herself because she was
reading the lines of another character. Also, if you don\u2019t watch you can go out of order of the story, which causes it to feel
weird but also having no idea who the new characters are. Even if you avoid that there are still several story glitches and an odd
bug happened to me multiple times where I accidently clicked a location and my cursor just ran through all the encounters
without engaging them forcing me to make my way backwards through the story for some time. There were even times were the
end of battle dialog happened at the beginning of the battle. Oh and don\u2019t forget the battles you just auto-win for no
reason as no enemies were spawned.

So in the end, should you get this game? If you are a fan of turn based strategy mech games then I\u2019d say just buy one of
the old Front Mission games (3 is my favorite) but if you really want to give this game a go, then great. I enjoyed my time and
actually will play through it again. But I can\u2019t recommend it\u2026too many bugs that create a bad experience which is an
absolute shame because I see an endless amount of enjoyment on the mechanics alone if they were just cleaned up a bit and the
story issues were corrected. Ultimately this game should be in early access and is in dire need of some updates. Until then,
I\u2019d suggest looking elsewhere. Regardless, enjoy!. Unfortunately I bought this before refunds existed. I finally decided to
write a review after tying to get support to get this POS working. Sadly Steam support told me to speak with the developer, but
the developer didn't even respond to several e-mails. Basically all I could do is hide this in my Steam library and curse myself
for not reading the reviews before buying.. Only if you are a detective fan.
Dated even for 2015.
I got for a dollar so was not upset.
Game play- https:\/\/youtu.be\/lduEZbOzwgc. Good Game Absolutely, Enjoyable. Nicolas Eymerich is an odd little adventure
game with rich environments and fun riddles -- the attention to detail in sound and music lead to fantastic levels of in-game
immersion.

The graphics are a good throw-back to a classic game style and lend quite well to the overall play style.

The game stands out well from the crowd, as the storyline, script, play style and the setting make it a unique play through for
anyone interested in atmospheric point-and-click adventure games!
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Well I've got as far as Bridgend so far and I must say this route add on is fantastic so far. I love the attention to detail and I look
forward to driving the rest of the route. 10\/10. well done Dovetail.. This game could be fun,but it isn't.It needs work.If you
encounter a spider either run away or try to get close enough to kill it.If you don't it webs you then eventually kills by spitting
poison on you and there is nothing you can do.If they don't get you the spectre's will.I cleared the first level(despite the spiders)
and then went looking for the entrance to the next level.(couldn't remember exactly where I had found it.)I had 2 healing potions
4 anti-poison potions a great weapon and armor,and full health.While looking for the entrance to the next level I was attacked by
a spectre,then another and another and ..well you get the picture.I died trying to get to the stairs to the next level while at full
health and 2 potions on me.This while playing on easy.Very frustrating.Vampire's are almost impossible to kill,no fun fighting
one until you die.Also a couple of times I went to a pile of gold and the game just stopped working.I could move my mouse and
exit the game but I couldn't get my guy to move no matter what I did.If they fix all the bugs,no pun intended,it would be a fun
game to play.. Best for Newcomer
Worst for Professional
Good for Medium Taks Editing
Uninstall your Illegal software and buy this while discount. It was 49-cents USD on sale so I'm not going to bother refunding it,
but this is borderline unplayable.

Of all the problems it could have, it's the how the camera tracks the player, which is almost 1:1 as you hop around in 30FPS. I
must've played for around 10 minutes just now I had to stop before I got a ♥♥♥♥ing migraine from the eyestrain it was causing
as the screen snapped up and down with each jump. In an action-platformer.

Angry Space Guy drops F-bombs constantly, which wouldn't be a problem if he had more than maybe three quips to say, and..
Mother of god, my eyes hurt right now... Do not buy. I repeat: DO NOT BUY THIS.. I bought this DLC without even knowing
what it does..

10\/10. This is probably my favorite game EVER.

1.  It is challenging and frustrating, but not at all, no matter how infuriated you may become, you don't get upset.

2.  The game has an outstanding soundtrack, it is so relaxing, fiting in perfectly with the game as a whole.

3.  There are several simple mechanics that make the game.

 It starts out with only the screen wrapping. It is simple, but fascinating to first use.

 Then, every new planet you visit has a new mechanic implemented. (I won't say what)

 It always takes a little while to understand them and get used to them, but when you do it's amazing.
 It can easily change your mood in 5 minutes of gameplay.
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